solutions
Seating Collection Overview 2020
At Via Seating we have a philosophy—great things happen in a chair. It is with this vision that we set out to cultivate the perfect sitting experience. Through the creative genius of our team of engineers, ergonomists and designers across the world, we shape comfortable chairs with innovative technology at an incredible value backed by our industry-leading warranty. Our solutions translate across a variety of work and collaborative spaces. Explore our 17 categories and growing of seating including task, conference, executive, guest, lounge, outdoor, and more. Discover for yourself how great things happen in a Via Seating chair.

why Via?

our commitments to you

to be innovative
Experience an extensive breadth and depth across 17 categories of seating, superior ergonomic technology and Via Seating’s signature proprietary molded foam comfort.

to be easy to spec
Custom build your chair and generate a visual quote with list pricing on our easy-to-use, quick, digital spec it! builder or highly visual price book.

to be quick ship
Via Seating has more than a quick ship program. We are a quick ship company on 99% of our offerings with a 48 hour manufacture time and 1 day to ship.

to be covered
Our industry-leading, hassle-free warranty covers the whole chair—including the foam and labor—for 12 years.
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4u is a cutting edge Italian seating series designed by S.I. Design. The flowing sleek lines of this chair add to the ambiance of sophistication in any environment while also providing incredible ergonomics, comfort, and functionality. A range of back offerings in mesh, upholstered, or the newest, welded fabric “groove”, which is a sleek and comfortable hybrid of both mesh and fabric. Both white and black frames are available with matching arms and bases. 4u also offers 2 seat sizes and two seat shape options with the Euro sit and the comfort sit both available. Also available as task stools.

There’s no doubt about it. This chair is 4u.
Genie®

The award-winning Genie® series designed by Henner Jahns is Via Seating’s best-selling office chair series. The distinctive genie lamp contours promote movement by the way the back narrows at the top, which allows for upper body thoracic mobility in the shoulder area and provides great comfort and support throughout the body. This creates an important sense of “room within the chair”. Genie® offers 6 different seat sizes all within the same framework allowing for the one “look” to fit all body types in the workplace.

**DESIGNED FOR USE IN**
- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal

**KEY POINTS**
- All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
- All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified.
  - This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.
Run II

Embrace Run II, an ergonomic task chair or stool by Studio V. Proprietary comfort foam in a medium or large seat pairs beautifully with the 4-way stretch elastomeric mesh back with integrated lumbar support. This mesh is available in 7 colors including blue or orange patchwork patterns. Exclusive to the Run II series is a full function ergonomic synchro control mechanism with a 2:1 ratio of movement and an easy-to-use, side tension adjustment. Pair with choice of multiple height adjustable arms including a 4-way adjustable arm with sleek, textured, large cap exclusive to the Run II series. Also available with fixed loop arms for a conference seating application. The Run II series includes a high back, mid back and guest chair.

KEY POINTS

- Contract Holder
- All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
- All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN

- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal
Proform®

Via Seating’s best selling conference room chair has beautiful slim lines and seductive curves. The sleek back is available in mesh with parallel stitch lines, upholstered with panel stitch lines, upholstered with parallel stitch lines or upholstered with diamond stitch lines. Customize further with enhanced stitch or an embroidered logo. The designer back pairs perfectly with a proprietary blend of high-density, injection-molded, closed-cell, cold-cured foam seat so durable and lasting it is backed by Via Seating’s 12 year warranty. Multiple arm options available include height adjustable arms and lumbar adjustable back allowing this to be a great task or executive chair as well.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN
- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal

KEY POINTS
- All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
- All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified
- BIFMA sustainability certification program for furniture

unparalleled beauty
Vero

Lines define. They make a statement. They outline what is important. So what is important to you? You want comfort. You want functionality. And you want options. Vero, by designers Orlandini Design, offers you all 3 within slick, defined lines angling cushions up an appealing back and around its seat. Sink back into Via Seating’s proprietary comfort foam injection-molded around its sturdy, metal framework. Apply 8-way adjustable arms or from a variety of textured and upholstered fixed arms. Pair it with the latest in intuitive body balance or synchro control technologies. Vero chairs are the perfect solution for executive, conference, guest and management needs.

Define your space with Vero.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN

Corporate  •  Higher Education  •  Financial  •  Hospitality  •  Government  •  K-12 Education  •  Healthcare  •  Legal

KEY POINTS

All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA

All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This BIFMA sustainability certification program for furniture.
task mesh

4u mesh backs offer black or white frames, 3 mesh colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights. Optional lumbar add on.

4u groove backs offer black or white frames, 7 welded fabric “groove back” colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Genie® chairs have a choice of black or white frames, 9 mesh colors and 6 seat sizes: petite to heavy-duty, extra-large. Available in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights. Optional lumbar add on.

Run II backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights, black or magnet grey frames and 7 mesh colors including patchwork patterns. Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Proform® mesh backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights and 7 mesh colors. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Riva mesh backs offer mid or high back heights, tailored seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade and choice of 7 mesh colors. Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool.

Run II

task upholstered

4u upholstered backs offer black or white frames and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

4u groove backs offer black or white frames, 7 welded fabric “groove back” colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Brisbane HD 24/7 backs offer mid and high back heights, 6 seat sizes: petite to heavy-duty, extra-large and a headrest add on on the mid backs. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Brisbane HD 24/7

Swopper® delivers a backless seating experience with a patented, user-control motion experience. Bounce, rock, swivel, sway and 10 stop round or saddle style seats.

Riva upholstered backs offer a mid back height.

Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool.

Riva upholstered

Terra backs offer low, mid and high back heights and 5 seat sizes: petite to large a. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Terra

task mesh

Genie® chairs have a choice of black or white frames, 9 mesh colors and 6 seat sizes: petite to heavy-duty, extra-large. Available in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights. Optional lumbar add on.

Run II backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights, black or magnet grey frames and 7 mesh colors including patchwork patterns. Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Proform® mesh backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights and 7 mesh colors. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Riva mesh backs offer mid or high back heights, tailored seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade and choice of 7 mesh colors. Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool.

Run II

task upholstered

4u upholstered backs offer black or white frames and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

4u groove backs offer black or white frames, 7 welded fabric “groove back” colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Brisbane HD 24/7 backs offer mid and high back heights, 6 seat sizes: petite to heavy-duty, extra-large and a headrest add on on the mid backs. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Brisbane HD 24/7

Swopper® delivers a backless seating experience with a patented, user-control motion experience. Bounce, rock, swivel, sway and 10 stop round or saddle style seats.

Riva upholstered backs offer a mid back height.

Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool.

Riva upholstered

Terra backs offer low, mid and high back heights and 5 seat sizes: petite to large a. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Terra
4u offers black or white frames and choice of mesh, groove or upholstered backs paired with an original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade.

Carmel executive/conference seating includes a single or split shell mid or high back. Both can be enhanced with the executive diamond stitch on the upper, front portion of the back.

Dyce single shell executive/conference chairs are designed to fit like a glove. Available with multiple adjustable or fixed arms.

Genie® backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights and 7 mesh colors. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Linate backs offer mid or high back heights, tailored seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade and choice of 7 mesh colors. Offered as a chair, stool or extra-tall stool.

Oslo backs offer black or white frames, 3 mesh colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights. Optional lumbar add on.

Proform® backs offer black or white frames, 7 welded fabric “groove back” colors and original slim line seat or enhanced comfort seat upgrade in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Run II chairs have a choice of black or white frames, 9 mesh colors and 6 seat sizes: petite to heavy-duty, extra-large. Available in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights. Optional lumbar add on.

Vero backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights and 7 mesh colors. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Voss backs offer a choice of mid or high back heights and 7 mesh colors. Offered in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.
lounge & soft seating
Astro

Astro soars forward and breaks the mold by delivering a unique, interactive sitting experience like no other. Play with its rock, swivel and sway motion. It offers an opportunity to center one's self from any angle. Astro has presence and offers multiple textile options to be designed to fit any environment or design concept. Its high back design offers privacy and perfectly frames one within it. The comfortable, nest like seat is ideal for some quiet reflection or simply taking some time out.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN
Corporate
Financial
Government
Healthcare

KEY POINTS
All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.
Chico

Where contemporary design meets European style, Chico is born, a versatile series mixing soft angles and bold lines. Chico, designed by Steinar Hindenes, Anders Berg and Peter Knudsen, makes a statement and it does it comfortably. Enjoy settling back into a thick layer of injection molded foam over this lounge seat’s sturdy metal framework. Apply multiple bases including a sturdy and stylish, wire-frame x-base.

The Chico series includes a chair, ottoman, 40” long bench or 60” long bench.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN

Corporate
Financial
Government
Healthcare

Higher Education
Hospitality
K-12 Education
Legal

KEY POINTS

All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA

All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.
Comet invites you to sit and unwind. Rest back into the contoured trim of its appealing mid back and along the designer curves of its integrated arms. Swivel any direction you would like. Forget boredom as you rock back and forth. Comet utilizes Via Seating lounge’s 360 swivel or rock & swivel mechanisms to deliver a motion-lounge experience you control. Discover more options by applying different upholstery to its seat and back. Comet—this is lounge the way it should be.
Edge

Via Seating’s best selling conference room chair has beautiful slim lines and seductive curves. The sleek back is available in mesh with parallel stitch lines, upholstered with panel stitch lines, upholstered with parallel stitch lines or upholstered with diamond stitch lines. Customize further with enhanced stitch or an embroidered logo. The designer back pairs perfectly with a proprietary blend of high-density, injection-molded, closed-cell, cold-cured foam seat so durable and lasting it is backed by Via Seating’s 12 year warranty. Multiple arm options available include height adjustable arms and lumbar adjustable back allowing this to be a great task or executive chair as well.

**KEY POINTS**

All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA

All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.

**DESIGNED FOR USE IN**

- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal
Meteor

Meteor streaks across your interior in a blaze of style and flair and enters into the lounge scene, revealing a seat that is both sophisticated and playful. Its shape is a smaller scale cousin to Astro. It is one that elevates a space through its comfort and play elements. It unveils a designer lounge piece that is balanced perfectly atop a variety of stylish bases. When sitting, discover the Via Seating motion-lounge experience by swiveling, rocking and swaying. Claim Meteor as your own by applying color and pattern across its dual upholstery back and seat.

KEY POINTS

- Contract Holder: All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
- BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified

DESIGNED FOR USE IN

Corporate
Financial
Government
Healthcare
Higher Education
Hospitality
K-12 Education
Legal

All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.
Astro chairs have a high-profile back and cradling seat. Rock, sivel and sway. Available in a wide variety of fabrics and vinyls.

Meteor chairs deliver a spacious seat atop a wide variety of polished, silver and matte black bases. Explore multi-upholsteries.

Comet chairs offer soft seating conference, side/guest and lobby/lounge solutions. The open, cradling shape delivers exceptional comfort. The swivel feature encourages collaboration.

Edge chairs are gorgeous in single to tri-upholstery. Specify multiple fabrics across the seat, back and outer sides. Available atop a variety of fixed and conference swivel bases.

Orbit chairs have a beautiful and simple, round shape. This can be paired with a duo of fabrics or vinyl. Available atop a wide selection of fixed and conference swivel bases.

Chico Chairs deliver with an open, armless seat perfect for leaning back or sitting up and during collaboration.

Luna ottomans are lovely atop 4-leg matte black, 4-leg polished or brushed disk bases. Pair with Via lounge chairs.

Chico ottomans deliver multiple upholstery options atop the top and sides. Offers a variety of bases. Pair with Via lounge chairs.

Chico benches are open and spacious, reaching 40" and 60" long widths. Select from polished or brushed loop legs.

Sienna chairs & couches offer universal and club arm styles with multiple finishes across the feet and optional tablet arms. Available as a single chair, double couch or triple couch.
multi-use, light task, stacking & nesting
Reset

Whether for brief or longer use, Reset is the compact nesting and light task seating experience that delivers comfort you can both see & feel. Sink back into its thick layer of injection-molded, closed-cell, cold-cured seat foam with ergonomic, waterfall seat. Experience its smooth flex back to a full 22 degrees. Embrace Reset’s arms that are long enough to comfortably accommodate a variety of differently sized individuals. Reset your perspective on compact seating. Discover Reset, compact nesting and light task seating designed with you in mind.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN

- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal

KEY POINTS

- All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA
- All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified. This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.
Splash

Splash by designers Alberto Basagalia & Natalia Roto Nodari is a multi-faceted, sophisticated series designed to accommodate a wide variety of spaces. This mobile seating series includes high-density stacking side/guest chairs, stacking stools, light task training chairs, light task stools and high-density stacking desks. Use Splash in training rooms, stacking the chairs and desks on or off their durable, mobile carts. Use Splash in classrooms applying book racks and tablets to the chair or stool arms. Splash is a perfect light task solution, available as both a 4-star base chair or stool. Keep it classy with Splash’s various monotone shades or apply pops of color to its poly shells, optional mesh backs and optional upholstered components. Splash delivers an elegant, Italian-designer, versatile collection made perfect for a range of applications all at an economic price.

**KEY POINTS**

- **Contract Holder:** All products on contract with GSA. CONTRACT #: GS-28F-005CA

- **All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified.**

- This is BIFMA’s sustainability certification program for furniture.

**DESIGNED FOR USE IN**

- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal

**versatility**

**high-density stacking**
Zee

Be inspired by Zee, created by GREY ID. Zee’s sculpted shell curves around the body, providing a welcoming poly seat with integrated arms. Zee demands to be noticed in one of seven vibrant colors. Enhance the comfort and style by applying pattern and color with its upholstered seat pad option. Whether as a light task chair, a bar stool, a café seat or a side chair—Zee offers the bases to fit your space’s needs. When not in use, easily stack side chair Zee on or off its optional transport cart.

Zee. It is the result of vision, form, function and style in harmony, made perfect for your space.
Reset nesting chairs are offered in a black or magnet grey frame with choice of an armless model or integrated arm atop casters or glides. Pair with 9 mesh colors.

Splash stacking desks are offered on chrome bases with white table top surfaces and a black privacy panel. Desks stack 20 high on the floor and the cart.

Vista II stacking chairs are available on silver with grey glides or black with black glides 4-leg bases. Pair with choice of a poly, mesh or upholstered back and an optional arm. Stacks 2 high on the floor.

light task

Reset light task chairs and stools are offered in matte black or magnet grey frames and 9 mesh colors with or without arms. Available in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Splash into a wide variety of customizable options. Choose from 2 frame finishes, 7 poly colors and 9 mesh colors. Available with or without arms in chair, stool or extra-tall stool heights.

Sutro light task chairs and stools are offered with 4 poly colors, optional seat and optional seat and back. Arms are optional.

Zee delivers a single shell chair with integrated arms and an open design back offered in 7 colors. Available as a light task chair or light task stool at two heights.
outdoor furniture
SplashAir

Discover the latest outdoor collection by designers Alberto Basagalia & Natalia Roto Nodari, SplashAir. Arm or armless chairs and bar stools stack 15 high on the ground. The frame is sleek and durable with a sled base. All models are light frame with easy wire grips on the back of each. Available in 4 refined colors with disk cutouts in the backrests and seats, which provide a unique aesthetic and prevent water retention.

DESIGNED FOR USE IN
- Corporate
- Financial
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hospitality
- K-12 Education
- Legal

KEY POINTS
- All products are BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified.
- This is BIFMA's sustainability certification program for furniture.

48
SplashAir outdoor stacking chairs have a full dipped-look offered in black, anthracite, white & red. Optional arms. Stacks 15 high on the floor.

SplashAir outdoor stacking stools have a full dipped-look offered in black, anthracite, white & red. Optional arms. Stacks 15 high on the floor.

Sierra cubes are outdoor single backless seats/ottomans in a bent structure of hot-dip galvanized steel bolted to the ground.

Sierra couches connect three spacious chairs with club arms on either side. Available in 5 finishes.

Tahoe chaise lounge chairs are perfect pool side, at an exclusive wellness center or at a park. This versatile seating offers choice of an upholstered head pillow.

Tahoe double seat benches offer thoughtfully designed collaborative seating. The extended backrest doubles as a place to set down coffee/tea or as a seat.

Sierra benches include a straight flat bench available with or without backrest, a curved backless bench and a curved bench available with a concave backrest or a convex backrest.

Tahoe planters are offered in 4 polyester powder coat finishes or a natural ash wood grain effect on the sides with a white or anthracite top.

Sierra tables are offered with this series’ signature tubular structure down the sides and edges of the table tops. The center has a solid, flat sheet surface.

Tahoe picnic tables connect durable, backless benches to an extensive surface of aluminum staves.

Sierra litter bins offer free-standing and bolted options. The free-standing bins are offered with open or closed tops. The mounted versions are available with single, double or triple bins.

Sierra barbecue is a fully, functional charcoal barbecue with galvanized, stainless steel wire grates. It has a removal steel liner. The bent base and work surfaces are available in 5 finishes.
VIA SEATING FOAM
(does not include ReGOLA and AERIS motion seating products)

proprietary foam technology

Via Seating chairs use closed-cell, cold-cured foam that is injection-molded into strategically contoured seat molds—owned by Via Seating. This proprietary process maximizes on lasting comfort, durability and ergonomic support.

Via Seating foam is fully covered under the 12 year warranty.

injection-molded foam

Via Seating foam is sculpted to provide body balance technology built directly in the cushioning of the seat and back. It is injected into an engineered mold at controlled, differing rates, which creates strategic, multi-density levels within each cushion. This process builds a subtle seat contour that maximizes support exactly where it is needed—where body weight is most concentrated. The outer edges by contrast, are made softer and in a waterfall slope so that the seat does not restrict circulation where the legs extend out over the edge of the seat.

expertly tested & durable

Via Seating uses a resistance factor test and measurement of density to assess the durability and quality of its foam.

Density/volume weight gives an indication of the foam’s ability to resist weight and not “bottom out.” Good foam must provide resistance in direct proportion to the amount of pressure applied. This unit of measurement does not necessarily translate into hardness but rather the feeling of support you receive when you sit on the foam.

Via Seating foam has an average density or volume of 3 pounds per cubic foot (48 kg/m3). Standard flat foam, by comparison, has a single volume weight between 1.9-2.25 pounds per cubic foot (30 to 40 kg/m3). The greater density of Via Seating foam makes it best-suited for office ergonomic seating.

closed-cell cold-cured technology

Closed-Cell refers to the fact that the foam has a smooth outer skin that is kind to fabric. It does not sip on the upholstery from the inside. The foam does not absorb moisture. It protects the foam over time and does not break down. The comfort of Via Seating foam has the same comfort 12 years later.

Cold-Cured refers to the consistency in size of the air cells within the foam. The foam is one single, contoured and resilient piece of foam. It is not layered foam.

Closed-cell cold-cured foam is injection-molded into strategically contoured seat molds—owned by Via Seating. This proprietary process maximizes on lasting comfort, durability and ergonomic support. Via Seating foam is fully covered under the 12 year warranty.
a great chair - a great world

At Via Seating, we believe great things happen in a chair. We understand that to make this happen, it takes a lot more than creating a great chair. Discover how we’re committed to developing a greater, more inclusive workplace, a greater, more sustainable environment, and greater, more enriched communities.

greater involvement

All Via Seating chairs participate in our end of life take back program.

building greater communities

Efforts include our enriching engineering internship program, and leftover textile donation program.

great chairs that are consciously built

As part of our Design for the Environment (dFe), we maximize on environmentally-safe, highly recyclable materials in our products often sourced locally.

sustainability

Via Seating products are BIFMA LEVEL® 2 GOLD, Clean Air GOLD certified, meet the Healthier Hospitals Safer Chemicals Challenge and help earn LEED credits.

the largest selection of quick-ship in the industry

We don’t just have a quick ship program—we’re a quick ship company. Over 95% of our offerings are quick ship. Compare Via Seating lead times with other quick-ship programs and you’ll find we offer the greatest selection of quality seating with the broadest range of options. Our quick ship process is also customized, not prescribed. Our dedicated project experts and customer service team work hand-in-hand with you every step of the way to achieve your project deadlines.

how it works

it’s that simple

www.viaseating.com/quick-ship

1 day to process your order. 48 hours (2 days) to build it. 1 day to process & ship it out.

www.viaseating.com/quick-ship
Please visit our website to find your local representative and browse additional seating solutions.

www.viaseating.com
toll-free: 800-433-6614
phone: 775-331-6001
email: info@viaseating.com
Via Seating 205 Vista Boulevard, Sparks, Nevada 89434